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1.	Name of Data Item

	Integrated Turbulence Detection and Forecast Product(s)

2.	Description of Data Item 
	
	There is a need for an integrated turbulence product, combining in situ
and terrain-induced detection and forecasting (modeling) in a 2-dimensional display of grid coordinates that map a plan view and vertical cross section for any portion of any route of flight and altitude over the US.  This turbulence display product would be shown as one of several weather products on a password-protected, weather web page for flight planning, dispatch, and traffic management.  The page would be accessed through the AOC Net.

	Our current understanding of atmospheric turbulence processes is limited.  This is because turbulence occurs in the atmosphere on scales that are not adequately observed in the atmosphere, there are a variety of ways to generate turbulence in the atmosphere, and turbulent processes are complex and non-linear.  One major problem is the lack of reliable, accurate, and timely measurements and reporting of atmospheric turbulence locations and intensities on a network that is useful to the operational aviation community.  Current information in the form of pilot reports (PIREPs) has not been a satisfactory turbulence detection system.  Another major problem is the poor performance of turbulence forecasts at present, which may miss detected turbulence and over-predict its occurrence, i.e., false alarm. 

	The lack of precision of current turbulence pilot reports and over-forecast areas of turbulence prediction may increase its operational impact.  Pilot reports can effectively "close" air routes without warning, limiting available airspace and increasing airspace user and service-provider workloads as well as overloading radio frequencies.  Reporting aircraft and all trailing aircraft on the frequency generally request altitude and vector changes.  Although some seasonal turbulence associated with the movement of the jet stream and air movements over terrain can affect several hundred kilometers of flight-level air routes, if turbulence forecast areas are too large or include entire regions of the country they encourage users to disregard them. 

3.	Benefits

	Despite over-forecasting and conservative piloting practices, turbulence accounts for over 40 percent of all weather-related factors or causes cited in air carrier accident reports by the NTSB.  One major airline estimates that it encounters severe turbulence an average of once a day.  There are about 30 turbulence incidents a year reported by the NTSB, estimated by one airline to cost an average of  $750,000 per incident.  Based on an analysis of NTSB accident data, Volpe National Transportation Systems Center estimated that there could be an average (baseline) of 43 air carrier (Part 121), turbulence-related accidents per year in the future, about 20 percent of which might be avoided with better detection and forecast products.  This suggests an average annual air carrier benefit of about $6 million.  An estimate for the NASA-ASTT program based on these Volpe data for all of aviation, identified annual turbulence accident avoidance benefits of about $17 million.  

Real-time in situ measurements of turbulence encounters and a quantitative measure of the severity of that turbulence would be a vast improvement over current pilot reports.  In addition, higher resolution forecast models capable of capturing fine scale turbulence features, based on updated winds and turbulence reports would also improve turbulence forecasts.  Finally, the NASA-ASTT team documented that putting both these detection and forecast improvements in a user-friendly display would foster common situation awareness among pilots, dispatchers, controllers and traffic managers, greatly reducing turbulence-related accidents.

4. Source of the Data

	The integrated turbulence detection and forecast product remedies the
under-measurement detection and reporting problem by using state-of-the-, in-situ and remote sensors.  In-situ sensors on commercial aircraft are coming on-line shortly, and the use of remote sensors like satellites and weather radar to detect turbulence (especially convection-induced turbulence), is imminent.  As these in-situ and remote sensor observations become available, they will be
incorporated to initialize models and become components of diagnostic and forecast turbulence.  The integrated detection and forecast product combines numerical weather prediction model outputs with in situ turbulence observations and other turbulence measurements to generate forecasts initialized by these state-of-the-atmosphere measurements and explicit forecast model parameterizations. 

	As its name implies the integrated turbulence detection and forecasting product involves two kinds of requirements: (1) detecting and reporting turbulence, and (2) forecasting regions of likely turbulence.  

	The two main data sources for turbulence detection are traditional pilot
Reports and in-situ measurements of on-board vertical accelerometer data converted to turbulence intensity data.  In situ measurements are received in real-time by ARINC (via the ARINC-ACARS-MDCRS data networks and NADIN 2) and provided to the NWS for distribution, as they become available on a high priority, Internet data delivery system (IDDS). These in situ measurements are based on NCAR software that is presently integrated in avionics transponder packages for United Airlines’ B-737s and 757s, and which will be implemented fleet-wide for these aircraft within the next two years.  As other airlines acquire this avionics package, a data-rich source of quantitative turbulence reports will become available.  Secondary data sources to be included within the next two years for use in convection-generated turbulence are GOES satellite imagery and WSR-88D weather radar imagery products, available from satellite data feeds and the NEXRAD Information and Distribution System (NIDS).

	The main data source for the turbulence forecasts are the NWS National
Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) forecast and analysis products.  Initially the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) forecast model would be used as input to a suite of turbulence diagnostic algorithms in order to produce turbulence forecasts out to a period of six hours.  Besides ingesting and updating forecasts rapidly, the RUC uses an isentropic coordinate system that permits especially high resolution of the atmosphere in the vicinity of fronts and the tropopause, known areas favorable to the production of clear-air turbulence.

5.	Nature of the Data

	Turbulence detection data will come from the two kinds of pilot reports.  Conventional turbulence pilot reports, and quantitative, in situ turbulence reports.  Conventional turbulence pilot reports include the severity of turbulence encountered as well as the location and time of the encounter.  Although subjective, these reports are valuable as direct observations of turbulence encounters and will be sorted and stored for developmental purposes by environmental conditions (e.g., clear or cloudy), aircraft altitudes, and aircraft type to minimize their qualitative nature.  Quantitative, in-situ measurements of turbulence will be taken from the aircraft avionics packages in
real-time.  They consist of aircraft accelerometer data used in on-board NCAR algorithms to estimate turbulent intensities.  Thus quantitative reports will be provided continuously by appropriately equipped aircraft in the national airspace.

	Current NCEP forecast products do not include turbulence predictions. However, the forecasts do provide fields of data that may be used to diagnose the likelihood and possible the intensity of the turbulence.  For example, from the forecasts of winds, horizontal and vertical wind shear information can be deduced.  When this forecast is used with a suite of turbulence diagnostic algorithms, turbulence can be predicted. 

6.	What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?

	The most reliable method to get this data on the AOCNet is for NCAR to conduct the data processing and create a series web-compatible format images. Then either send these images to an AOCNet server via automatic FTP, or have AOCNet users link to a password-protected web page that NCAR would maintain at RAP for a test and demonstration period.  A set of plan view and vertical cross-section coordinates for pre-selected flight levels and regions could be provided.

	Alternatively, NCAR could ship the algorithm output grids to the AOCNet server and a service provider could write a Java applet allowing the graphics to be created on the server for AOCNet airline operations centers and the FAA traffic management unit users. This would allow the service provider more flexibility to create critical area cross sections, etc, but also require the provider to build the architecture and software necessary to handle the grids and plots.

	For the purposes of an operational testing and evaluation of these product concepts, we think that it might be impractical to give NCAR-EXPERIMENTAL software to an AOCNet service provider.  There is a great deal of "hidden" architecture at NCAR to ingest all of the required data sets, run the software, and create the test imagery which makes these products run.  A costly and very labor-intensive effort by a service provider might be required to identify and duplicate this architecture elsewhere for an operational test and evaluation.

7.	Other Issues

Coordination with FAA Flight Standards is required to insure interpretation of the regulations to allow the use of these new products is not required. Prior FAA Flight Standards approval of the use of these products by air carriers and airmen is also required to avoid legal liability issues. 

